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Skip to main search results Hardcover. Condition: Very Good+. Dust Jacket Condition: No DJ. First Edition. 281pp. Black boards with blindstamped chessboard on the front panel. Stated First Edition. 40 chessboard diagrams throughout. Clean, unmarked copy with light rubbing to the spine. "A basic manual of chess by the master JosÃ©Â Raul
Capablanca, regarded as one of the half dozen greatest players ever. Capablanca was noted especially for his technical mastery, and in this book he explains the fundamentals as no one else could." Size: Octavo. Hardcover. Condition: Very good. Hardcover Octavo no dust jacket. brown cloth, boards and pages rounded corners, gilt lettering,
281pp,errata slip laid in, first UK edition, bookplate glued to front pastedown, news clipping laid in, darkened on top pages edge and bottom corner Standard shipping (no tracking) / Priority (with tracking) / Custom quote for large or heavy orders. Hardcover. Condition: Good. 1st Edition. xxix+281 pages with diagrams. Octavo (8 3/4" x 5 1/2") bound
in original publisher's blue cloth with gilt lettering to spine with blind-stamped chess boards to covers. Inscribed by Capablanca on front end paper. (Betts: 10-136) First American edition. This work is in tow parts. In part one the author gives basic instruction, first very briefly, the covering the same points in more detail. In part two he deals with
endings, the middle-game, openings, in that order. This was published in London by Bell in the same year. Jose Raul Capablanca y Graupera (19 November 1888-8 March 1942) was a Cuban chess player who was world chess champion from 1921 to 1927. A chess prodigy, he is considered by many as one of the greatest players of all time, widely
renowned for his exceptional endgame skill and speed of play. Born in Havana, he beat Cuban champion Juan Corzo in a match two days before his thirteenth birthday on 17 November 1901. His victory over Frank Marshall in a match 1909 earned him an invitation to the 1911 San Sebastian tournament, which he won ahead of players such as Akiba
Rubinstein, Aron Nimzowitsch and Siegbert Tarrasch. During the next several years, Capablanca had a strong series of tournament results. After several unsuccessful attempts to arrange a match with the then world champion Emanuel Lasker, Capablanca finally won the title from Lasker in 1921. Capablanca was undefeated for eight years from 10
February 1916 to 21 March 1924, a period which included the world championship match with Lasker. Capablanca lost the title in 1927 to Alexander Alekhine, who had never beaten Capablanca before the match. Following unsuccessful attempts to arrange a return match over many years, relations between them became bitter. Capablanca continued
his excellent tournament results in this period but withdrew from serious chess in 1931. He made a comeback in 1934, with some good results, but also showed symptoms of high blood pressure. He died in 1942 of "a cerebral hemorrhage provoked by hypertension". (Wikipieda) Condition: Inscribed in Spanish on the half title which is clipped at the
lower third of the page. Some internal soiling including title, spine ends rubbed and frayed, corners bumped, gilt dulled else a good copy of a rare inscription. Inscribed by Author(s). Page 2 Skip to main search results Condition: Fair. 1966. First Edition Thus. 192 pages. Pictorial paper cover. Contains black and white in-text illustrations. Pages are
lightly tanned and foxed throughout. Cracking to hinges with covers slightly coming away from text-block. Binding remains firm. Paper cover has mild edge wear with scuffing to edges and creasing. Light tanning to spine and edges. Mild rubbing to surfaces with curling to corners. Hardcover. Condition: Very Good+. First Edition. First Edition. Black
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front panel. Stated First Edition. 40 chessboard diagrams throughout. Clean, unmarked copy with light rubbing to the spine. "A basic manual of chess by the master JosÃ©Â Raul Capablanca, regarded as one of the half dozen greatest players ever. Capablanca was noted especially for his technical mastery, and in this book he explains the
fundamentals as no one else could." Size: Octavo. No Binding. Condition: Very Good. 1st Edition. 1 leaf quarto (10 1/2" x 7") typed letter in Spanish signed on the verso by Olga Capablanca in bold black ink. The letter discusses the difficulty in published material by the author and requesting Mario Figueredo's assistance and advice on how to proceed.
Olga Evgenyevna Choubaroff was born on September 23, 1898 in Tbilisi, the Caucasus region of Georgia. She was able to speak Russian, French and English fluently as an adult. She married four times during her life but never had any children. Her first husband was a White Army officer with the surname Chagodaeva. They escaped together from
the Red Army in 1920. He was, according to Olga, a descendant of Genghis Khan, and prince, who left her his title. Olga met her second husband, Jose Raoul Capablanca, in the spring of 1934 at function given at the Cuban Consul in New York. At the time of their meeting Capablanca was an employee of the Cuban Foreign Office. He had been give a
post in 1913, with the title Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary General from the Government of Cuba to the World at Large, which allowed him to travel the world playing tournament chess. He was married to Dona Gloria Simoni Beautucourt, and was was world champion form 1921 to 1927. In 1937 Capablanca divorced his wife and her
family had him demoted to the post of Commercial Attache. In 1938 Capablanca and Olga were married in York. Capablanca died in New York while at the Manhattan Chess Club in 1942. After his death it was not easy for Olga the first years and turned to Mario Figueredo for assistance. She was interested in publishing a biography about
Capablanca. Olga married for the third time with an Olympic rowing champion, but the divorce. In 1963 he married his husband Admiral Joseph James Clark. Mario Figueredo received the card fragments between Capablanca and Leon Paredes that were part of a collection of historical correspondence from the Havana chess club and later under the
care of Rosendo Romero former Cuban chess champion and friend of Capablanca. Included in the collection were many of the letters from Olga Capablanca to Mario Figueredo. Condition: Some edge wear with old paper clip stain plus a very good copy. Hard cover. First edition, First impression. Octavo, 188 pages; G; Contemporary full green
buckram link; spine with gilt lettering; soft shelf wear and dirt; picked corners and shredding; missing spine crown; wear to the tail of the column; some scuffing for plates; shaken bond; back hinge division; names of previous owners on the front pasted and free wallpaper; previous bookplate owner on the front smooth pastdowne; 1350 Special
collections. Hard cover. Condition: Near Fine. Dust Jacket Condition: Near Fine. 1st Edition. G. Bell and Sons. London. 1966. 267 pages. First edition; 5th printing. The book is about thin, with only failure being a tiny, weak spot on the edges of the top page. Original DJ with 16s net price intact in retail. Attractive DJ shows smaller, rubbing weak in the
back; and a tiny chip. A more attractive and collectible copy of the 100 best games of the Cuban World Champion. World Champion of 1921-1927; Capablanca is credited with influencing the Bobby Fischer game andKarpov. British Chessmaster and Honorary Grandmaster Grandmaster War puzzle, Harry Golombek has selected and scored the 100
best games on the Capablanca. The editor of British Ches Magazine, Julius du Mont, wrote the memory. A plaid plaid in unusual collective condition in an unusual collecting DJ. Hard cover. Condition: Very good. First editing. Original black plates with blind seal chess plate for front cover; GILT Lettering in the column. Some fading to the spine and
final signs. Shelf and appropriate wear handling for age. The ligament is square and tight. Fall in love to paste. The pages are clean and not marked. Tear under the 3 (Margin, not impacts readability). Capablanca, 1921-1927 World Cup Champion. This wonderful discovery provides strategy with diagrams. Hard cover. Condition: Good. 1st editing.
Harcourt Brace & Co. New York. 1921. 246 pages. First editing, first impression. 1921 In the title and copyrighted Page, no additional impression listed. The book is tight. Ligament and folding are strong and sound. The edges of the cloth panel show heavy rubbing to the cloth on all sides, edges and folds, the good designation. The gold tatulos on the
return trip are enough bright. The Cuban World Champion of 1921-1927; Capablanca is credited to influence the game of Bobby Fischer and Anatoly Karpov. This is the first edition, the first impression of its clutic 1921. hardcover. Condition: Good. 1st editing. First edition, the first impression of this renowned book on chess fundamentals by one of
the greatest players of all time, written shortly after winning the World Chess Championship. This card belonged to the International Master of Chess Norman T. Whitaker, having his signature in front of necklace. In addition to chess, Whitaker had an extensive criminal story, convicted of crimes such as interstate car theft, fraud Insurance, extortion
and blackmail (he claimed to know the whereabouts of baby Lindbergh kidnapped and murdered and was arrested when he was arrested to extort money for allegedly returning the baby) and selling morphine and other drugs via mail. A fantastic association. New York: Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1921. Original black cloth with lettering spine,
blind stamped chess board to front cover. A good or better copy. Binding is sturdy, shelfwear and rubbing to boards with some fraying at extremities. A few minor smudges internally, else clean. Now protected in a removable archival sleeve. Hardcover. Condition: Very Good. xvi 212p original blue cloth with gilt lettering to front and spine, spine a
little dull, binding is tight, book block with rounded corners, a clean and tight copy, early edition, very attractive with frontispiece and tissue-guard, no name or stamps, old bookseller label (Heffers Cambridge) a well preserved copy of a very desirable book, hinges intact, no annotations or marks in the text, top of spine a hint threadbare Language:
English Weight (g): 350. Hardcover. Condition: Very good. Hardcover Octavo no dust jacket. brown cloth, boards and pages rounded corners, gilt lettering, 281pp,errata slip laid in, first UK edition, bookplate glued to front pastedown, news clipping laid in, darkened on top pages edge and bottom corner Standard shipping (no tracking) / Priority (with
tracking) / Custom quote for large or heavy orders. Hardcover. Condition: Good. Cloth/no dust jacket Octavo. blue cloth, gilt lettering to spine, Capablanca signature front cover, 212 pp, 4 pages of ads in the rear, first edition, soiled on edges, top and bottom of spine frayed, news clippings glued to rear endpaper and pastedown Standard shipping (no
tracking) / Priority (with tracking) / Custom quote for large or heavy orders. Hardcover. Condition: Good. 1st Edition. xxix+281 pages with diagrams. Octavo (8 3/4" x 5 1/2") bound in original publisher's blue cloth with gilt lettering to spine with blind-stamped chess boards to covers. Inscribed by Capablanca on front end lanretni Emos .egap eht fo
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)2491 hccra 8-8881 rebmevon 91( who is acnalbapac luar Emas Slaed eh owt trap ni .liated erom ni tniop emas eht gnirevoc eht ,ylfeir yrev tsrif ,noitcurtsni cigssab sevig rohtua eht trap by .strap bot of si krow .strifema .sttema tsrif ) including title, ends of the spine rubbed and frayed, corners collided, gilt darkened another good copy of a rare
inscription. Inscribed by the Author(s). Hard cover. Condition: Good 1st edition. vii+246 pages with diagrams. Octavo (8 3/4" x 5 1/4") connected in original black cloth with gilt letters to spine and blind stamped pictorial chess plate for front cover. Signed by Capablanca. (Betts:11-24) First edition. Published shortly after winning the World Chess
Championship. Reprinted 1922, 1923, 1926, 1931, 1937, 1941, 1942, 1945, 1946, 1948 and reset edition published in 1951. A knowledge of the elements is assumed. A graduate course of instruction, with a first general chapter, whose subjects are re-examined in more detail in successive chapters. The second part consists of 14 games played by
Capablanca, with notes, including notes in openings. José Raúl Capablanca y Graupera (November 19, 1888, March 8, 1942) was a Cuban chess player who was a world chess champion from 1921 to 1927. One of the greatest players of all time, he was known for his exceptional skill and game speed. Due to his achievements in the world of chess,
domination over the board and his relatively simple playing style, he was dubbed "human chess Machine". He is widely regarded as the most naturally talented chess player in history. Condition: column ends and rubbed. Signed in the front role. The label of the seller of old books to heal the interior hinge again a good copy very good that has no
jacket. Signed by Author(s). No connection. Condition: Very good. 1st Edition. A handwritten letter of page (11" x 8 3/4") on paper governed to Mario Figuerdo dated February 14, 1939. Signed by Capablanca in his bold hand at the bottom of the letter. In the letter Capablanca discussedand responds to many discussions written to him by figuring in
an initial letter. A postscript asking Esteban Valderrama that he is waiting for photography. Esteban Esteban y Pena (1892-1964) played an important role in the history of the art of Cuba and is considered the greatest portrait artist that Cuba has ever had. He received a doctorate in plastic arts and education. He became a professor at the National
Academy of Bellas Artes de San Alejandro, La Habana, Cuba and eventually became his director for many years. He designed the currency of 1 Cuban peso to the country in 1953 during the Centenario of Jose Marti. Almost every great Cuban artist was educated or inspired by Valderrama at some point in his life, including the painters of the
Vanguard era. On November 1, 1951, seven stamps were issued in Cuba as part of José Capablanca's 30th birthday, winning the World Chess Championship of Emanuel Lasker in 1921. This was the first portrait of a chess player (Capablanca) in a seal. Two stamps of Capablanca are based on a portrait of the Cuban artist E. Valderrama. José Raúl
Capablanca y Graupera (November 19, 1888 – March 8, 1942) was a Cuban chess player who was a world chess champion from 1921 to 1927. Considered one of the greatest players of all time, he was known for his exceptional skill and game speed. He was exceptionally difficult to win, losing only 35 first-class games throughout his career. Born in
Havana, he won the Cuban champion Juan Corzo in a match at the age of 13. His defeat of Frank Marshall in a match in 1909 earned him an invitation to the 1911 San Sebastian tournament, which he won ahead of players such as Akiba Rubinstein, Aron Nimzowitsch and Siegbert Tarrasch. After several unsuccessful attempts to organize a match with
the then world champion Emanuel Lasker, during which he had a strong series of tournament results, he eventually won the Lasker title in 1921. Capablanca was undefeated from 10 February 1916 to 21 March 1924, which included the oditab oditab ahnit acnun euq ,enihkelA rednaxelA arap 7291 me olutÃt o uedrep acnalbapaC .reksaL moc laidnum
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